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The new fourth revised editionA vast and absorbing resource, the fourth edition of The Timetables

of â„¢History spans millennia of human history. Unlike any other reference volume, this book gives a

sweeping overview of the making of the contemporary world by mapping out at a glance what was

happening simultaneously, from the dawn of history to the present day. With nearly 100 pages of

new material, including: -Recent breakthroughs in science and technology -New achievements in

the visual arts and music -Milestones in religion, philosophy, and learning -The rise and fall of

nations and the emergence of historical figures -Landmarks in the drama of daily life around the

world
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"A unique, encyclopedic book -- rewarding, informative, entertaining." -- The Wall Street Journal"A

fascinating and useful book for a great number of people." -- Arthur Schlesinger, Jr."The Timetables

of &#153;History can give us a feel for the fluidity and many-sidedness of past experience...[and]

can help us see what we thought we already knew in a lively new perspective." -- Daniel J.

Boorstein, from his Foreword

Now in its third edition, The Timetables of History is the English-language version of Werner Stein's

classic Kulturfahrplan, which has sold millions of copies since it was published in 1946. Translated

by Bernard Grun, it has been completely revised and rewritten for the English-speaking world. --This



text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I know, I know. Why get this book when you can just Google what happened in history. This book is

a great reference to have handy. The format make it easy to go to a year and an area of interest to

see what was happening. I'm a writer of speculative fiction and even though a lot of my work isn't

time bound or takes place in completely imaginary worlds, I've found this book to be very helpful

when referencing a time period or person.

Excellent. I had the book years ago and wasn't sure if it's the same one but definitely yes. It

provides such a fast perspective of everything happening around the world at that particular time

and does that more easily than any other reference I have found.

A book in a format that is helpful to both students and writers. Bernard Grun isn't introducing

anything new, but his timetable is a quick reference for anyone wanting to outline a period of time

and look at the important events of that era. It has spawned timetables of technology and

electronics and other historical events. Wish it was upgraded more often, but often history is

rewritten before it becomes historical.

THE TIMETABLES OF HISTORY is an INVALUABLE reference book and is just as important as a

good dictionary for all students and the well-informed.This wealth of information is well-indexed and

uniquely organized as a seven-column table of critical categories of historic events. The third edition

starts at -5,000 years BC in Mesopotamia and Egypt. The progress of world cultures are continually

impacted by the categories outlined chronologically in TIMETABLES OF HISTORY: (1.) Influential

leaders and political events (2.) Literature & Theater (3.) Religion, Philosophy, Learning (4.) Visual

Arts (5.) Music (6.) Scientific and technological inventions (7.) Daily Life, innovations, trends.THE

TIMETABLES OF HISTORY will clarify lessons and media based on history with a broader

understanding of a specific era, lifestyles, significant events, and give insight to how those events

moved in a logical tandem to influence history and change the world. If you plan to see an historic

movie or read the classics, your entertainment value and understanding will be enhanced by

glancing at this book's thumbnail synopsis of the era portrayed beforehand.The mass of information

is exceptionally and uniquely organized. I have read THE TIMETABLES OF HISTORY from cover to

cover, and continue to refer to it for information. My copy is well-used, highlighted, underlined, and

new material has been hand-printed in the margins. Hopefully, the publishers will update and



re-publish both a print and digital edition every decade.

For the serious history student, or even the casually interested person, this painstakingly

researched volume will provide you a wealth of information and knowledge.

Always by my side! This Ã¢Â€Â˜The timetables of historyÃ¢Â€Â™ is easy to understand as a

horizontal linkage of people and events, over 7 categories of history. A: History, Politics, B:

Literature, Theater, C: Religion, Philosophy, Learning, D: Visual arts, E: Music, F: Science,

Technology, Growth, G: Daily life. It can be searched quickly, comparing with other items.

Fabulous book. My favorite way to understand the world of history . I love it so much that I sent it to

my grandchild , a high school student , to be her guide . It makes the study of history manageable

and understandable . I particularly like how it puts in place multiple events across time .

This book "The Timetable's Of History"Â The Timetables of History: A Horizontal Linkage of People

and Eventsis the kind of book that belongs in every home. It brings history into sharp focus because

you can easily go to any period to discover what was happening in ART, Politics, Music, Inventions

and more. This gives a overview of history and then it tells the important details that help your mind

hold it all together. I regularly give this as a gift to people who love to keep learning. That is one

thing that should never stop.Ann
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